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My Book of Computer 1 

Lesson 1: 

excited: strong feelings of happiness 

computer: a machine that takes input, process it and gives output very quickly. It can store data 

or information also 

machine: anything which makes our work easy 

electronic machine: a machine which works through electricity 

calculations: getting results after following some mathematical steps 

E-mail: electronic mail, it is a message that is exchanged between computers joined together 

telephone: a machine that sends our voice over a distance through electric wires 

typing: entering text(numbers, letters) into the computer using keyboard 

 

Lesson 2: 

knowledge: information about anything 

monitor: an output device which display all the workings of the computer 

CPU: Central processing unit, it takes in data, processes it and gives the output 

commands: instructions to do any work 

keyboard: an input device used for entering data or instructions into the computer 

mouse: an input device through which we control the cursor on the screen 

hardware: all those devices which we can touch with our hands 

testing: to check anything 

 

Lesson 3: 

bank: a place where we deposit or save our money 

supermarket: a place for selling foods and households 
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construction: to built or create something 

hospital: a place where sick and ill people are treated with medicine 

withdrew: to come back or leave something 

laptop: a small computer which can be used while traveling 

engineers: a person who may design, build or maintain machines 

pilots: a person who controls an airplane 

airline: a public service for air transport 

iPad tablet: a small touch screen computer without keyboard 

flight: a process of flying 

patient: a person who is sick or ill and is treated by some medicines 

amazement: to be surprised 

forget: fail to remember 

record: a collection of past information  

 

 

Lesson 4: 

tasks: work to be done 

machine: anything which makes our work more easier 

quantity: amount or number of anything 

cost: amount to be paid 

speed: the time taken in doing some work 

manually: any work done without using machines 

difference: not same 

perfect: absolute or complete and free from mistakes 

possible: work that can be done 

reasons: cause of something 

 

Lesson 5: 

mouse: a part of computer is use to move the cursor on the computer screen: an area on 

television or computer which shows images 

afraid: frightened or worried for something 
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arrow: a mark or sign like an arrow to point something 

monitor: a part of computer having a screen that shows all the work done on the computer 

cursor: a moveable indicator or pointer on computer screen 

sound: anything which we hear with the help of our ears 

wheel : an object which is fixed below a vehicle to move  

movement: to change place from one point to another 

 

 

Lesson 6: 

Keyboard: a part of a computer having keys and use for typing and entering the data into the 

computer 

alphabetical order: alphabets starting from A and ending on Z 

action: doing any work 

quickly: very fast 

bottom: downwards or below 

space: distance or gap 

 

 

Lesson 7 

disk: it is present inside the computer to store large amount of data 
storage device: a part in computer on data is stored 
removable: that may be cleaned or removed 
flash D Hard drive: small electronic device that contains flash memory which is used for storing 
data 

CD: compact disc 

USB: Universal Serial Bus is used to connect computers and electronic devices. Also used for 
transferring the data 

information: knowledge or to learn about something 

carry: to lift or transport something from one place to another 

 

Lesson 8 

hardware: tools, machinery or parts which can be touched and used in our hands 

touch: to feel something with our hands or fingers 

software: the programs used by computers 
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instructions: to give order 

particular task: any especial work to do 

operating System: an important program which helps the computer for doing especial tasks 

applications: it is a program designed to perform specific functions like; drawing, painting, 

image editing etc 

programs: especial instructions given to computer to perform important tasks 

versions: same thing but in different way 

 

Lesson 9 

damage: a loss or an injury or destruction of anything 

careful: to be aware of any danger 

grownup: an adult 

magnetic: very attractive or pulling force 

cables or wires: they supply electricity 

insert: to fit something in a particular place 

eraser: an object usually rubber use to rub or remove something written 

gently: very softly 

switch: a device which helps for making and breaking the connections in an electric circuit 

 

Lesson 10 

fun: happiness or joy 

follow: come after or move behind 

steps: doing any work in sequence or one by one 

panel: a small group of people sitting for discussion 

work: mental or physical activity done to get the result 

closely: very near 

contains: to carry 

need: requirement 

drag: to pull horizontally 

favorite: something especial 

enlarges: become more bigger 

pick: to choose or hold something 

lesson: to teach 
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repeat: anything which is done again 

process: steps taken for doing something 

redraw : to draw anything in a new way 

previously: earlier time or the time before today 

 

Lesson 11 

save: not in danger 

options: choices or more than one 

previous: before 

file: folder for keeping important records 

think: idea about something 

descriptive: explanatory or to explain something 

finding: to search for 

folder: a place to keep the important work save 

appears: becomes visible 

 list: anything written in a pattern one below the other 

 

Lesson 12 

great: excellent or very well 

fun: enjoyment or happiness 

shapes: external appearance 

change: something different 

blinking: to open and close the eye 

leave: go away from 

again: to repeat 

completed: finish 

error: mistake 

remove: go away or to eliminate 

wrong: not correct 

action: any work done 

earlier: before 

learned: to get knowledge 
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Lesson 13 

excited: very happy or in higher energy state 

birthday: that day on which a person is born 

greeting: sign of welcome 

decided: conformed or resolved 

design: a plan to show the look and functioning of any working 

few: a small number or minority 

borders: boundary of something 

member: an individual of a group or an organization 

amazed: surprised 

skills: talent or qualities 

delighted: feeling great pleasure 

hug: an act of holding someone tightly in one's arm 

artist: a person who makes paintings, sculptures or drawing as a profession or hobby: an 

activity or interest done regularly 

roof: upper covering of any building or house 

sure: conformed 

gap: distance 

bright: dark 

trunk: stem of a tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


